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So Trump has declared an “emergency” to circumvent Congressional oversight of arms
shipments to other countries. By law Congress by law is given 30 days advance before
before such sales are completed, and it can obstruct them. But a loophole in the Arms
Control Act allows the president to authorize sales in an emergency.

One must ask what emergency causes the president to allow sale of $ 8 billion in arms
manufactured by Boeing, Lockheed, Raytheon, and GE to Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Jordan.
(Britain’s BAE and Europe’s Airbus will also profit handsomely from this decision.)

What emergency confronts any of these recipient countries? The murderous regime of Jared
Kushner pal Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, savagely murders journalists who criticize
it, crushes dissent in neighboring Bahrain, kidnaps the Lebanese prime minister, applies the
strictest interpretations of Sharia law within the kingdom and wages war on Yemen, killing
tens of thousands of civilians with U.S. support. Where’s the problem? Is the criminal Saudi
effort in Yemen failing so badly the Saudis need more arms to kill more Yemenis to stave off
defeat?

What is the emergency in the UAE? They are allied with the Saudis in the effort to crush the
Houthis of Yemen, who because of their Shiite Islam in a generally Sunni region are both
despised for religious reasons by Gulf monarchs, and consequently smeared with Iranian
associations, not because substantial political and military ties exist between Iran and the
Houthis (as they do between Lebanon’s Hizbollah and Iran) but because they hate Shiites in
general. Perhaps in this emergency situation they need more U.S. bombs to drop the Arab
world’s poorest, most miserable country?

What emergency does the Kingdom of Jordan face?

Presumably the State Department and Pentagon will suggest that “recent Iranian threats” to
U.S. forces in the Middle East–which were justified as the Pentagon indicated that 120,000
troops would be sent, adjusted down to 10,000, then 1,200-1,500 for some reason (I suspect
because the Pentagon balked at the larger figures, noting that there was in fact no new real
Iranian threat to U.S. forces in the region)–constitute an “emergency” justifying the sales.
(The British and Germans perceive no elevated threat from Iran and have pooh-poohed U.S.
saber-rattling.)  Fake news is  being deployed to rationalize sending more forces to the
region, thus ratcheting up tensions with an Iran that has in fact been cautiously defensive.

Trump himself may rationalize it as he always has: arms sales to Saudi Arabia create jobs!
(Trump has repeatedly said that the $ 110 billion in arms deals he’s signed with Saudi
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Arabia means “500,000 jobs.” This is more Fake News; the number is a tiny fraction of that.
But clearly Trump is a prime example of Marx’s dictum that “The soul of the capitalist is
capital.” It’s not so much about creating jobs anyway but creating obscene profits from arms
sales for the captains of the military-industrial complex.)

We can’t allow the hack-saw murder of Jamal Khashoggi in the Saudi Istanbul consulate to
affect our strong ties to the Saudi arms market! U.S. national security is at stake!

Kushner reportedly told MbS that this crisis about the Khashoggi murder in Oct. 2018 would
“blow over.” (The prince has told intimates that he has Jared “in my pocket.” It appears that
Jared supplied him with the names of Saudi dissidents, subsequently detained, in return for
something.) Indeed, the cordial U.S.-Saudi relationship seems unaffected by the murder.

Meanwhile UNCHR, the UN Refugee Agency, has proclaimed a “Yemen Emergency”—which
is to say, a real emergency in the real world. This is due principally to the U.S./U.K.-backed
Saudi-led  campaign  to  subdue  Yemen  and  turn  it  into  a  Saudi  satrapy.  The  civilian
casualties,  the refugee figures,  the deaths from war-related famine alone are horrific.  And
the Saudis block aid.

We have an emergency in  this country, this imperialist country–an urgent need to stop
Trump, Pompeo and Bolton from starting another war-based-on-lies egged on by the beastly
SbM and the murderous Binyamin Netanyahu, family friend of the Kushners. (Surely you
know he once borrowed Jared’s bed in a sleepover at the Kusher home? They’re that close.
Google search it. And then realize that the 38-year-old Kushner is Trump’s “senior advisor”
on  the  Israel-Palestinian  problem,  facilitator  of  the  corrupt  Israeli-Saudi  anti-Iranian
alignment.)

Final  thought:  One real offense that should be truly impeachable is authorizing the sale of
fighter  jets  and  bombs  used  to  kill  children  to  a  regime  led  by  a  prince  U.S.  intelligence
services hold responsible for a journalist’s murder, sidelining Congress in doing so.

*
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